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Official Publication of the Students of Hope College at Holland, Michigan

February 14# 1945

D. T. WEEK TO CLIMAX IN JAMBOREE
Dr. Wynand Wickers Resigns Presidency I Luella Pyle, Sophomore W . A . L Plans Parties,
* -
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After 14 Yean Servicc at Hope Cell«sc
Dr. Wynand C. Wichers last week
announced his resignation as president of Hope College, effective June
90, 1946. Dr. Wichers has been
r
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president of H o p e for the past
fourteen years, but has been associated with the college for the last
thirty years.
While on this campus Dr. Wichers has made his presence felt in
e v e r y activity. He has secured
many fine things for Hope, the
most important of which is the
Science Building. But it is also
the spirit in which Dr. Wichers
worked that will live in Hope students memories. When Dr. Wichers leaves, the student body will
miss his twinkling eye as he conducts Chapel services and injects
a bit of his rare humor.
Dr. Wichers is leaving to accept
a position as Dean of the Liberal
Arts section and Vice-President of
Western Michigan College.

P. 4 M. to Present
Two Little Rebels
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"Getting Pinned" and "Two Little Rebels" will be featured on the
program which P a 11 e 11 e and
Masque will present to the student
body on Thursday, February 22.
"Getting Pinned" is also to be
given at the Century Club on February 19.
The setting of "Two Little Rebels" is in the "Old South," and the
action centers about the love affairs of Virginia Caruthers (Rosemary Finlaw) and Dorothy Dare
(Bunny Goff) two charming Southern belles. Other members of the
cast include Marian Reus, Virginia
j t y n m e s , J o y c e S i b l e y , Alice
Lat^hlin, Ruth Jipping, E l a i n e
Bielefcldt Carol Jean Hermance,
Gert Vredfiveld, L a u r a Johnson,
and Irene DemfcrT.* The play is under the direction ol Cleo Vander
Molen.

Language Clubs
Regionalism to Be Theme
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With "French Regionalism" as
the theme, French Club members
will discuss the folk-lore, customs,
and manners of a number of impertant provinces of France. These
provinces include Bretagne, Normandie, Picardie, Goscogne, Bern,
Haute Savoire and Alsace Lorraine.
Marge Van Vranken is in charge
of the meeting. It will be held on
Thursday, February IB, in the Delphi room.

Program Centers on A r t
Centering it's program around
G e m an Art, the German Club will
continue its aeries of programs
dealing with the culture uf the German people. Lynn Lundberg is in
charge of the meeting which will
also be held on Thursday night.

To Discuss S. V. Benet
Stephen Vincent Benet's life and
works will be featured in the program of the Knglish Majors Club
to be heid at Miss Roes' home tomorrow aight. In charge of the
program is Cennie Scholten as•tatod fcy Baitara TacoUar, Nellie
Mae W e z e m a n , and Mary Lis
AUrick.

Miss Retta Pas Teaches
Frosh English Courses Mies Retta Pas, the new teachei
of freshman English at Hope, has
had a varied career in the teaching
profession. Graduated from Hope
Prep School and College, she took
her Master's in Engtish at the University of Michigan. She has taught
English in the high schools of
Flint and Kalamasoo, where she
served as critic teacher for the
practice teachors of Bagiish of
Kalamazoo College. She has also
taught at a Preebyterian normal
school in Naahvfllo, Tennessee. And
she has worked with Eev. Ray
Drukker in his mission school in
Annville, Kentucky.

Or. Wynand Wicherf
Dr. F. Olert Speaks
During Prayer Week
"If in these times human life
and thought and personality are
not to be completely smashed, the
roots of our lives must be sunk
deep in God," Dr. Frederick Olert
told students, faculty and friends
of Hope in the first of his morning
prayer-week addresses, Monday,
February 5.
He went on to bring out the
fatherliness, the omnipresence, and
the eternal, sovereign, and holy
character of God, the one certainty
in the "dark unknown" ahead.
Special music for the first prayerweek service was a solo by John
Heins, "He Smiles on Me" by
O'Hara. Richard Hine and Harriet
Maatman, presidents of YM and
YW led the devotions.
In his second address Dr. Olert
streaswl Christ's invitation to come
to him. "Christ never looked out
upon a crowd of people without
seeming to say, 'Come unto me' "
he declared.
After portraying the joy of forgiveness, the self-surrender, and
the adventure of faith involved in
accepting Christ, he said, "No man
has ever been found who has followed C h r i s t and been disappointed."
Wilbur Brandli and Mary Lou
Hemmes, vice presidents of YM and
YW, took charge of devotions before the address. A string quartet
composed of Patricia Haskin, Phyllis Haskin, Betty Van Lente, and
Paul Tanis played "Sweet Hour of
Prayer" and "Prayer Is the Heart's
Sincere Desire."
"The Innkeeper of Bethlehem," a
dramtic soliloquy, written by Dr.
Olert himself, took the place of his
Continued on Page Four

Wins Adelaide Contest; "Coketail" and Pajama .
Speaks On Race Conflict In line with Dutch Treat Week,
Luella Pyle, a sophomore from
Holland, Michigan, won the Adelaide Contest, which is the annual
oratory contest for women. It was
held in the Y. M. C. A. room at
four o'clock on Friday, February 9.
The other contestants were Marian
Dame, a sophomore from Kalamazoo, and Betty Timmer, a sophomore from Muskegon.
Miss Pyle's speech dealt with the
current race problem in our country, and was entitled, "Our ColorBound Americans." The gist of her
speech was, "We are spending billions of dollars and thousands of
lives to fight racial discrimination
abroad. We must also fight it at
home. Across the sea the white boy
and the colored boy are fighting
together and dying together. Their
blood be upon our heads if we fail
to create this new America."
Also, about the race problem
was Misa Timmer's speech, "The
Colored Curse and Contribution."
Miss Dame spoke about the psychoneurotic cases among the returning
veterans in her speech, "Our Last
Forgotten Man."

Folk Games to High light
Council Party in Gymnasium

W. A. L. is featuring a "coketail
The grand climax of Dutch Treat Week will come on
party" from 3:00 to 5:00 on Friday
in Carnegie gym. Cokes and other Saturday night at 8 o'clock when the Student Council will
refreshments will be provided and sponsor a gay "Jamboree" at Carnegie jfym f o r all Hope coeds
the entertainment will consist of and their Dutch Treat dates. An informal evening of f u n
music in the form of records and and refreshments has been planned at t h i r t y cents per couple.
Folk games will be the highlight of t h e evening with Bunny
games of all sorts, including bridge,
rook, checkers, bunko, and flinch.
Betty De Vries is in charge of the
party, assisted by Natalie Bosman.
W. A. L. also has been planning
a pajama party which will be held
Febiuary 22. The Voorhees, Van
Vleck, and Emersonian girls are
inviting the town girls to spend
the night with them.

Goff and Harold Des Autels acting as "callers". Harold became interested in the a r t of "calling" while attending a
class in church social organization in Detroit, and Bunny
learned to "call" while at the Geneva Conference and f r o m
Rev. William Huntsman while he was visiting in Holland
this winter.
Music for the folk games will be provided by Marian Ter
Borg and Paul Tanis at the piano and violin. "Surprise"

We Interview

Chaperones for the evening will
be Mr. and Mrs. Milton Hinga,
Miss Elizabeth Lichty and Mrs.
Curtis W. Snow.
Ruth Ellison, social chairman in
charge of general Dutch Treat
activities, has other plans made for
the remainder of the week. Bowling is suggested f o r Thursday
afternoon and a "Coketail" party
will be given on Friday afternoon
in cooperation with W.A.L.
o

The judges for the contest were
Mr. De Graaf, Miss Burrows and
Dr. Kuyper. 1 he contest was under
the direction of John Hains. Miss
Pyle will go to Lansing the early
part of March to participate in the
State Oratorical Contest.

Hope Debaters Practice
A t Grand Rapids Calvin

Student Council Plans
Hope EmbUm Jewelry

The Debate Squad, coached by
John Hains, went to Grand Rapids
on Tuesday afternoon, February 6.
They debated with Calvin College's
team on the question, "Resolved,
that the Federal Government should
enact legislation requiring the settlement of all labor disputes by
compulsory arbitration when voluntary m e a n s of settlement have
failed, constitutionally conceded."
Three teams went, composed of
Alice Laughlin and Dick Hine, affirmative; Gretchen Bruins a n d
Jean Watson, affirmative; and Luella Pyle and Joanne Decker, negative. There were no j u d g e s or
decision.
Hope's debate squad will participate in the state tournament
in Lansing on February 17.

Girls' Glc< Club Holds
Informal Supper Party
Last night the Girls' Glee Club
held its semi-annual party at the
home of Mrs. Curtis Snow. The
party was in the form of a buffet
supper and the evening was spent
in informal entertainment. Elaine
Meeusen and Myra Brower were in
charge of the party. The regular
Tuesday practise of the Glee Club
was omitted.

Student Council has been working through the Terryberry Company of Grand Rapids to secure
college jewelry with the Hope College emblem. Many students on
the campus have expressed a desire
for such jewelry, and the Council
has now made arrangements for
order to be taken.

They Occupy Office on Second Floor
You can't miss it. You walk staunch beliefs, Professor De Graaf
right into it if you're on second' thrills us all with his unending
floor in Van Raalte and walking knowledge and his stirring characeastward. There it is. Whose is it? ter.
Well — " P r o f " De Graaf claims
Upon entering the room on the
priority though "Prof" V a n d e r left you find Professor Garret VanBorgh says that the telephone is der Borgh, busy-as-ever, either sayhis. These two honest Dutchmen ing "uh-huh" to his twenty female
get along famously "officiating" in education students, or trying to obthe same office, but they do find it tain jobs for would-be teachers. A
a bit more convenient "rooming" in former Hopeite, he taught in India
separate classrooms on either side. and was Principal of Hope's prep
Upon entering the room on the school previous to his present posiright you are greeted by Professor tion. Church activities also claim
Clarence De Graaf, head of the Mr. Vander Borgh's talents. FishEnglish Department. Besides teach- ing (wall-eye pike are his speing grammar to prospective sopho- cialty) and chess <not to be chalmores and prospective teachers, and lenged) plus his taxing education
also literature, Mr. De Graaf is students have made possible his
chairman of campus publications, mastery of patience. A favorite
advisor for the Milestone, and a chauffeur for the Glee Club, Mr.
member of English Majors. Off Vander Borgh is also Faculty Sponcampus one finds Prof, busy with sor for the ANCHOR and reads
church activities and a variety of proof w e e k l y . A brilliant and
sports. Privileged to have the lake friendly personage is this unforgetas a front yard, Mr. De Graaf and table Professor Vander Borgh.
his children are expert ice-skaters.
As busy as they are, these two
(Roller-skating attracts both Mr. never fail to have a cheery word
and Mrs. De Graaf, we know!) of greeting for everyone and they
Pheasant-hunting, gardening, and love to "kletz* over a cup of cofcarpentry also find place in his f e e . . . "Prof" De Graaf and " P r o f
well-rounded life. Influential in his Vander Borgh.

Hope Welcomes New Students
At the start of a new semester
Hope welcomes all new students.
Among those who began classes at
e i g h t o'clock Monday morning,
Febraqry 5, were twelve new and
two returning students.
Of the 13 new students, 11 are
freshmen, 3 of the 11 being returned veterans, and one a sophomore. Among these freshmen is
George M. Cook from Grand Rapids, Michigan. His Alma "mama"
b e f o r e H o p e was Honor High
School in Honor, Michigan. Draper
High School in Schnectady, New
York, sent Richard Fairchild to us.
Another freshman is Dorothy M.
Heizenga, a graduate of Sterling
Morton High School, in Cicero, Illinois. Also adding to the number of
feminine p e r s o n a l i t i e s in the
greenies' class is Marjorie Karses.
She came from Grand Rapids
Christian High School.
Carl Olsen, also enrolled as a
freshman, hails from South Haven.
He received his preparatory schooling at Ferris Institute in Big Rapids, Michigan. Russell Simpson,
who just finished Holland High
School is attending Hope while
while waiting for his rich Uncle
Sam to take over his support.

refreshments are being planned by
Milly Vermaire, Dorothy Atkins
and Marvin De Young; and the gym
will be rusticly decorated by Eugene
Van Tamelen and Warren Heitbrink. Joyce Van Oss is acting as
general chairman for the "Jamboree".

Edward Szporka from Detroit,
Michigan, is taking a pre-med
course. He f o r m e r l y a t t e n d e d
Northern Evening High School.
Another Holland High School graduate here, is Elaine Ter Haar, also
a freshman. From the far north —
Muskegon, Michigan, High School,
came Frieda Van Bergen.
Returned veterans on Hope's
campus are Arie Vanderwilk and
Frederick Schaard. Vanderwilk is
from Holland, having graduate^
from U. H. S. in IMS. Schaard if
from Flint, Michigan, where hf
Marine Corps Veteran
attended Northern Kith SchooL
Don E. Ingham is tfco only oaph^ Has Varied Experiences
omore student. His home town if
Have you seen the sergeant on
Ferndale, Michigan. Before coming
the
campus with all those service
to Hope he spent a summer at
Western State and then attended ribbons? He's Frederick Schaard
the University of Michigan. Two of Flint, Michigan, a veteran of
other students, after leaving thf four years in the Marine Corps.
campas for a time, have returned.
The ribbons he wears are the
They are Irene Boer, a lacoad Purple Heart for wounds received,
s e m e s t e r f r e s h m a n , and Ruth two unit presidential citations, a
Probst, a junior.
for service overseas prior
A1 Rypatra is the only former
the war, a presidential personal
Hope man to retora to the campus.
m, a ribbon for service in the
A1 entered the Navy V-12 program ,
Theater of war, stars of
in July, 1948. Having received % five major battles and the Good
modical discharge, he has retmaoj Poit^uct modal. Besides these, 22
to Hope to be graduated this June,
on Page Four

Dr. Olert Leeds Forum
A t Joint / y / Meeting
Conducting an open forum for
the joint YM-YW meeting l a s t
week Tuesday night was Dr. Frederick Olert, speaker for Hope's annual prayer-week chapel services.
As an introduction to the forum,
Dr. Olert spoke briefly on The
Christian faith and the meaning
of Christianity.
"Life couldn't operate without
faith," he said. Of the Christian
faith Dr. Olert also remarked,
"The Apostle's Creed is the best
condensation of the essence of the
Christian faith. The best definition
of Christianity is Christ"

There has been a strong demand
for small lapel pins. Those pinwill be available in gold with tin
traditional Hope College emblem i
blue. The price will be about $1.2"
a pin. Order can also be taken for
College rings and necklaces with
the Hope emblem. The price of the
rings will approximate $11.00 for
the men's ring, and $10.00 for th"
girl's ring, plus tax. The price o'
the necklaces w i l l approximate
$8.00, plus tax. There will have t^
be twenty-five orders, i n c l u d i n both rings and necklaces, in order
for these to be obtained.
Sorority and Men's Union reprsentatives on Student Council will
handle orders through their respective societies on their next meetin^
night. At that time they will havo
samples of the t h r e e different
pieces of jewelry and will have
exact price quotations. The full
amount for the lapel pins will have
to be paid immediately, and half
the amount for the rings and necklaces will have to be paid before
the order is sent. These payments
will also be made through Council
representatives.
o
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Don Cossacks Present
RussiarPSongs, Dances
Bright costumes, stamping feet,
gay and rigorous dances of knife
juggling and acrobatics, shouting,
and fervent songs were presented
before an enthusiastic audience in
the Holland H i g h School Auditorium on February L
The chorus gave by request, some
of the more well-known Russian
songs. A few of the outstanding
numbers were "The Song of General Platoff," Brave Soldier," "Leaginka," and "Snow Over Russia,"
This was the second number in
the series given by the Columbia
Concert Series.

This issue of the ANCHOR
has been edited by Joyce Van
Oss, one of the Associate
Editors. A comparison of this
and the previous issue edited
by Ruth Joldersma will determine the editor of t h o
ANCHOR next year.
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INSTINCT TO H A P P I N E S S
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Wilhelm
...Peggy Cross
Ruth Joldersma, Joyce Van Oss
Elaine Scholten

The smooth sweet trumpet of
Harry James.
The cool fresh feeling as you
slip in between clean sheets.
Thoughts of April and spring.
An old melody.
A letter from home, or a N. Y.
license plate.
The lust for adventure . . .
Revolving doors . . .
Strawberry jam . . .
Dreams and the memory of sharing them.
O'Day
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Dear G. I. Hope;

It's a beautiful day in Holland!
The campus has settled down to the
usual routine a f t e r final exams; as
STAFF
you O.D.'r would say, everything is
F e a t u r e Editor
Rose Seith
strictly s n a f u . However, that is
Society Editor
Marie Jenkins
neither here nor there and there is
"Camp to Campus" Editor
Polly Naas
news to be told.
Typists
Vivian Dyk^ma, Helen Wagner, Harriet Haines
Just before dinner last Thursday
Circulation Manager
Verladyne Saunders
Ens. Bill Van Oss and his wife,
former campus queen Nola "Nokey"
EDITORIAL
MANAGERIAL
Nies popped into the dorm to see
Kingafleld
Shlffnar
BarcnM
Danhof
Bill's cousin, frosh Maxine Van
pyle
Hubert
Wiiman
Oss. Bill has been riding the waves
V. Dykema
Wolbrink
PrecWrlckt
^Gyebjri^^
Meuscn
M. S c h o u l t e n
CIRCULATION
in the South Pacific area — very
J . Muelendyke
C. S c h o u t U n
EllUon
There's all kinds of t h i n g s definite, isn't it? Right now he is
L. Muelendyke
B. B i l k e r t
„
y YounGcrtruJ. Vr«W.rid T. Bo«ve
g™
around Hope's campus, that are enjoying a well earned leave.
i f lfcu.
V.n Tunelen'
Vo.
Brain.
just there, and not always appreKraai
W
k
ciated. We've pointed out the
mi e?l e FF e lM
c " &S!c S
L. v « i
R l PH- er m
. mee
B
d
C.
h ol ltt ,enn
V,
u
en(iTke
Verne
Kraai,
Aer. M. 3/c, has
V a n d e r Heuvel
Crawioru
RlUema
Schippen
chapel and the library, and now we
M. (jyebera
been ejoying his work in Hawaii.
have two along different lines,
namely the Model and the Koffee He ban been doing some substitute
Mail subscriptions, one dollar per year
teaching in the public schools durKletz.
Address — T h e Anchor, Hope College, Holland, Michigan
ing his off hours, and had the time
The history of the Koffee Kletz
Telephone 9436
of hin life supervising the kids who
starts this fall, when Alcor opened
were working in pineapple fields.
P R I N T E D AT O L D N E W S P R I N T K R Y
this cheery breakfast place for the
Pfc. Ranee Everett, '45, returned
students. They didn't know how
from
New Guinea to a camp in
it would do. Maybe the gals and
Texas,
but now he is back in Holguys would get tired of coffee and
land
for
a short furlough; and then
rolls, or maybe they'd still rather
he
will
be stationed in Michigan
tramp downtown. But it wasn't
for
some
time.
long till they realized that such
worries were out. The Kletz beAudrey "Scotty" Scott ha« added
came everybody's favorite ren- another stripe to her sleeve. Oh, to
No doubt it would be an exaggerated statement to say that dezvous.
be a corporal in the army I

Alcor Has Proven
Kleh Can Do 1+

They're Here To Be R^ad

25% of the students read the editorials; nevertheless, on
the assumption that it is a partially true statement, this
editorial is being written especially for you of the 25%. It
will probably be a little on the order of a sermon in which the
preacher admonishes his people for not coming to church
more often, when the ones who need it most are not there.
In the past few weeks there has been an effort on the part
of the editorial staff to put before the student body various
problems that should be of vital concern to every student.
Last week the editorial was on the house board of the dormitories and two weeks before that on the student council;
yet have you noticed any public concern over either one of
these? Students discuss and "gripe" about these same problems in the confinement of their rooms or in a booth in the
Model, but when editorials are written on these subjects, they
are practically ignored.
In writing editorials on these and other like topics the
staff is first of all trying to arrouse the interest of more than
just you 25%. It has avoided writing on such subjects as
school spirit, patriotism, and the need f o r peace; which
nevertheless are very important, but, are so apt to be overdone. It has also avoided editorials that are written mainly
to exhort the readers to change some bad (or should we
say sad) condition, such as too many "cuts" or latenesses
for Chapel. Aside from the desire to arrouse interest, these
editorials have also been written to make an opening for
comment which the staff had hoped would develop into
letters to the editor or some like public acknowledgement.
So, to those of you who do read editorials, if some idea
hits home and you have one to match it, don't just comment
on it to your roommate — write a letter to the editor! Who
knows — perhaps if enough interest is created and enough
letters written, the 25% may be raised to 100%.

Modern Design Makes A Difference
Modern design makes a difference! — And it really would
in the Hope College library, if it were applied to improving
lighting conditions. Have you ever stopped to think of the
expense involved in not correcting the faulty lighting in our
library? Hundreds of students, and faculty members too,
use this sanctified study every year. Think of the unnecessary eyestrain involved! One student has finally ventured a
reason for the library being termed "Graves Hall" — because
so many shadows lurk there! Yes — there is such a thing
as "indirect" lighting — and we have it!
In our post-war plans for improving the campus, let's
leave a little space on the budget for financing an improved
lighting system in the library.
By the way, have you noticed that even old Ajax over in
the southeast corner has become cross-eyed due to existing
conditions?
— C . C.

For Your Foot-wear Needs
BORR'S BOOTERY
21 W. 8th St.

Phone 1821

HOPE C O - E D S
FOR YOUR SPORTSWEAR
SWEATERS, SKIRTS, SLACKS
JUMPERS
JACKETS and BLOUSES
TRY

The French Cloak Store
30 East Eighth Street

Some of the coeds dashed down
between classes, when they had
slept through breakfast in the
dorm. Everybody has spent at
least some of their free hours there.
And some like doughnuts better
than rolls, while some like rolls
better than doughnuts. Of course,
Mr. Hinga always comes down and
demands ice cream. He's the kind
that likes ice cream for breakfast,
lunch and dinner. Lucky he doesn't
have to watch the calories.
Among the other best patrons
of the profs, is Prof. Mc Lean, who
always came down a f t e r first hour
for coffee and a roll. Sometimes
he let his classes out a minute or
two early so there'd be plenty of
time. Profs. Vander Borgh and De
Graaf don't miss many mornings
either. They like to settle down
at one of the corner tables and
settle the foreign situation or the
latest books, etc.
Ted Boeve, the gals say, is the
best customer. He usually comes
fourth hour and eats two or three
rolls and a coke. Maybe it's his
lunch, but that isn't a bad idea
either.
Chief orderer, Marie Jenkins, announced the Kletz uses four or
five pounds of coffee a week and
about five q u a r t s of cream. Edna
Mae Richards, says she and the
other girls sell about seven dozen
rolls a day, and quite often have
third or fourth hour customers'
faces drop as they say, "Aren't
there anymore rolls l e f t ? "
Besides rolls, coffee, and cokes,
the Kletz has hot chocolate and
sometimes cookies and apples.
Miss Burrows is the student adviser and helps along with some
high pressure salesmanship.
To get to the finer details, like
the blue and yellow tables and the
ivy plants potted in colored wooden
shoes, we have the Alcor interior
decorators to thank. The napkins
are held in wooden shoe napkin
holders, and the spoons also in
wooden shoes.
Mike Kleis declares she always
gets stuck with the dishes, but her
protests do no good, cuz someone
has to keep the dishes white and
sparkly.
To sum it all up, I'd say orchids
to Alcor who is doing a great job
keeping us fed, and here's to bigger
and better Koffee Kletzin'.

Hit Parade
A Little on the Lonely
Side
Ginny Bilkert
More and More
Barb Tazelaar
and Dick Hine
Don't Take Your Love
from Me
Audrey Reagaii
and Marv De Young
Don't Sweetheart Me....Dick Fuller
People Will Say We're
in Love
Mary De Fouw
and Murray Snow
Gonna Build a Big Fence
Around Texas
Betty De Vries
I Don't Care Who
Knows It........
Edith Wolbrink
I Wish I Could Hide Inside
This Letter.....
Helen Wilhelm
Let's Take the Long
Way Home....Cleo Vander Molen
and Paul Kleis
Strange Music
Frosh Quartet
They're Either Too Young or
, Too Old..Looking for a party date

Hoekje
It's been a long time since we
have heard anything from Howard
Hoekje. Many are the miles that
he has traveled since he left Hope's
fair campus. A f t e r studying at

Coed Gives Out To
Memories In Blue

George Washington University in
Si. Louis, he was sent by the U. S.
Wtarine Corps to Boulder, Colorado,
where he" studied the Japanese
language for a year and a half.
Right now he is with an amphibious corps somewhere in the g r e a t
Pacific. At one time he was with
General Mac Arthur. Of course his
work is secretive, but he'll probably
be bringing back some tall stories
when he comes to Holland again.
Rog Koeppe, hale and hearty,
popped into Chapel y e s t e r d a y
morning to check up on Hope—and
he found things as normal as could
be expected. He appreciated the
ratio of 200 femmes to about sixty
men! He is home for eight days
from Camp Barkely, Texas, where
he is a lab technician in the Medical
Corps. What goes next is still indefinite, but he expects to be "deep
in the heart of Texas" for some
time to come.

Rypstra
A/C John Rypstra, '35, has taken
the first steps in walking the marital plank. He is engaged to Cadet
Nurse Dona Mulder,'47, who is taknig her training at Butterworth
Hospital in G. R. John is in med
school in Ohio.
Paul Kleis has just completed his
boot training at Great Lakes Naval
Training Station, and he is back in
dear old Holland for nine days.
Paul has been assigned to the hospital corps, and he will start advanced training as soon as he is
reaHHigned.
This seems to be the end of my
line for this issue. When you aren't
too busy, we who are holding the
fort f o r Hope would like to know
what goes with our service men

Have you ever had "The Furlough Blues?" They're the kind
you get in railroad stations when
the conductor says "All Aboard"
and you see a pair of broad shoulders going up the train steps. The
kind you get a f t e r he throws you
that last kiss from the window;
a f t e r you have forced t h a t last
quivering smile to your lips while
blinking madly to keep the tears
from falling because you wanted
him to remember you that way.
They come with the lost feeling
you have while watching the train
go past and finally disappear in the
distance, as the wheels pound out
— Going! Going! Going! Gone!

PHOTO & GIFT SHOP
Photo-ftnishing, Framing
and Gifta
10 E. 8th St., Holland, Mich.
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Work—woVk—work-^-we're such
gluttons f o r it—the glee club has
really been at it this week! Besides
practicing every day we made four
appearances this past week, our
first was at the chapel service,
when we sang, "Glory Be to God
on High." Last Friday evening
found us chirpin's" singing for the
Netherlands Information Bureau's
annual meeting which, incidentally,
featured a very interesting program. Mr. Jacob Von Berkel, former
Dutch underground worker, spoke
on his experiences in the Netherlands underground with which he
had been connected from 1940 up to
his present liberation from Southe m Netherlands by U. S. paratroopers.
On Sunday, we sang at the a f t e r noon session of the C. E. convention in the Trinity Reformed
Church in Grand Rapids and in the
evening, we made an appearance at
Rev. Henry Bast's church, the
Bethany Reformed, also in Grand
Rapids. The sermon delivered in
typical Bast fashion, served as a
great climax for a successful week
of Glee Club.

'
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Hi, all you busted valentines and
worn out tomatoes. P u t away your
hearts and flowers and bits of
paper lace, and listen to the latest
dates and doin's around ye aide
campusse.
Now that we've all settled down
to a new semester and decided to
The Blues don't stop at that. do every assignment every night,
You miss the sound of his voice there are a few new faces. Don
and the feel of his hand holding Ingham seems to be the center of
yours. The world outside doesn't attraction with les femmes. Half
look half as pretty as it did before
the gals have already met and
and you have no desire to converse approved him, and the other half
with Mother Nature. You start are dying to . . . Little Elaine Ter
talking in terms of a week ago Haar walked into her first class and
today and a week ago this minute
was told she flunked first semester
we were at the U.S.O., or strolling English. Was somebody's face red
out River to Pete's Barbeque, or
when they found out she was just
having a coke at the Model or havstarting college, and hadn't even
ing a snowball fight "In the Middle
taken first semester English . . .
of Nowhere!" It could be Sunday
Then there were a coupla zuity exat church or in front of Graves
marines, who looked plenty ok, the
taking silly pictures that might
day they wore their uniforms to
have to last a lifetime. It could be chapel.
remembering the way his blue eyes
Louey B r o o k s and his
twinkled or the way he could raise
harem can be found most any a f t e r both eyebrows one at a time or
noon coking a t the local drug store.
tease so outrageously with such a
Seems he works it in shifts till
straight face. So on and on into
they all catch up to him, and then
dreams of tomorrow.
it's a free-for-all.
The symptoms are obvious —
Jeannie Verburg's better half,
and yes, painful. Almost anything
Jimmy
Walsh, has left the sacred
can stir up the "blues". A sentihalls
and
bides his time at D.C.A.
mental song registers excruciating
(the
doughnut
factory to you). We
bliss not brought about by "The
miss
your
bright
smile and nice
Voice" either. Said victims are excar, J i m m y !
tremely susceptible to khaki and
Funny, Bobby Bilkert's lieutentrain whistles. Maybe you can
ant
just can't seem to stay away
think of a lot more if you've had
from
these parts. Must be he likes
"The Furlough Blues". You're urithe
Michigan
climate or maybe he
lucky if you haven't really; they're
just
thinks
the
little gal looks good
the "elastic clauses" pinned on to
with khaki.
wonderful furloughs or you could
Have you seen Barb Tazelaar
call them memories wrapped in
and
Dick Hine hand-in-handing it
blue.
lately? Quite a sparkling romance
they tell us.
Rog Koeppe, last year's Anchor
editor, is around f o r a few days'
furlough. We thought he'd put
out this issue f o r us, but I guess

WHITE
CROSS
Barber
Shop
DU SAAR

wherever they are. You are doing
a great job and we are cheering as
enthusiastically as we used to cheer
Hope to victory.
Your obedient correspondent,
• Aunt Penelope.

he came home to relax . . . Ranee
Everett, that drummin' man, is also
here on furlough. Good to see yoe,
isn't it Joyce!
Ike Boer is back in s c h ^ ^ this
semester. She can't i | A s R u t why
she has c l a s s e s iflT day some days
and none ^ ' a l l P o m e others.
And s u i t ' s wedding bells for
Edith Wolbrink and her Bill. There
was an awfully nice announcement
party last week, and all the gals
got to meet T H E man. Course,
Edith is still walking on fluffy
clouds.
And speaking of t h a t up-in-theair stuff, I guess Cleo's got it too.
Her Paul Kleis is gobbing around
in his gob suit f o r a few days. She's
really the busted valentine, cuz he
leaves today. But the memory lingers on.
I hear the
vantage of
(Well, why
there's going
And what a
books!

lasses are taking adDutch T r e a t Week.
not!) What a lull
to be when it's over.
lot of empty pocket-

We all missed the Kletz last
week, and gosh did our stomach's
ever growl all through third hour
classes. Glad to see you back on
the ball Miss Alcor.
Adrians Dumas had a little
trouble having a campus when
T H E man was coming. But we're
having a little trouble t r y i n g to
decide who is T H E man, Russ or
Bud.
And then t h e r e ' s the Del Boersma's, Elaine Mensinger ye know.
She went to Florida about two
weeks ago, and she and Ensigft Del
were wed in true navy style. Lotza
luck to one of Hope's favorite
couples!

I

Well, I've gotta run along now.
Trying to figure out who sent me
that comic valentine.
Whoozit.

"HOLLAND FURNACES
Make Warm Friends* .
World's Largest installers of Home Heating and
Air Conditioning Systems

WAKtA FRIENDS of Hope College
—,

ijn_-jn.-LrL-i.n n_rLrLrLrunj-i_n_n.-i.rLi-Lti-~i n i n

PEOPLES STATE BANK
wishes for Hope College and the Anchor
the Success it Merits
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Music of fhe Night Issued From the
Tulip Room During the Dorian Party
"Music hath charm," but that
music of the night has an enchantment unequalled was discovered by those attending the Dorian
formal party on February 9. The
party was held in the Tulip room
of the Warm Friend Tavern, and
was decorated with black and white
murals showing either musicians or
settings of nature. The programs
and place cards were black with
white lettering, and carried out the
theme of Music of the Night.
Frieda Grote brought the trembling twilight by singing "One
Kiss." Dusky delirium showed the
gaiety of "A Ranchman's Daughter" done by Ruth Probst. Then in
the stillness and beauty of deep
darkness Marion Korteling read
the poem, "Music of the Night."
Notumal nonsense, a comical interlude by Bunny Goff pointed out
the dire consequence of always telling the truth. With a touch of
moonlight madness Rosalind Scholten and Jean Watson gave a farce
showing the effect of a tunnel on
some train passengers. To end the
program with midnight melody
Frieda Grote sang "Some Day," a
sextette forming the background
accompaniment. Those singing in
the sextette were Elaine Scholten,
Betty Brinkman, Ruth Ellison,
Rosemary Finlaw, Ruth Probst, and
Louise Ter Beek.
Bunny Goff was general chairman. Other chairmen were Ruth
Ellison, program; Marian Korteling, decorations; Ronnie Finlaw,
refreshments; and Alice Laughlin,
invitations.
Dorians and their guests were
Dr. and Mrs. Kleinheksel, Professor
and Mrs. De Graaf, Joanne Decker,
Wilbur Brandli, Ruth Ellison, Robert Danhof, Ronnie Finlaw, Walter
Groenewoud, Helen Goff, Leonard
Wezeman, Frieda Grote, Richard
Vriesman, Frances Koeman, Harland Steele, Marian Korteling, Timothy Harrison, Gertude Maassen,
Delbert Vander Haar, Pauline
Naas, Jerome Veldhuis, Thelma
Oonk, Myron Brower, Margery
Prince, Alvin Rezelman, Elaine

Scholten, John Slagter, Marian
Smallegan, James Yuk, Louise Ter
Beek, John Hains, Frances Van
l^eeuwen, James Mustee, Betty Van
Tatenhove, Thomas Boslooper, Dorothy Weyenberg, Robert Schuller,
Edith Wolbrink, Sgt. William McMullen, Ruth Probst, Kenneth
Gunther,.Joanne Biddle, Clarence
Boerman, Betty Brinkman, Earl
Kragt, Lorraine Bult, James Klomparens.
Ruth Dalenberg, John Smallegan,
Margaret De Bey, Ted Boeve, Joyce
De Wolfe, Walter Krings, Carole
Erickson, Eugene V a n Tamelen,
Rosemary Finlaw, John Parsons,
Alice Laughlin, Herbert Witman,
Patricia Macomber, Robert Burton,
Rosalind Scholten, Paul T a n i s ,
Joyce Van Lopik, Ray Mooi, Mary
Alice Van Dyke, William Gee, Maxine Van Oss, Louie Brooks, Phyllis
Voss, Herman Wierenga, Jean Watson, George Zuidema, Jane Zondag,
Gerrit Levy, Irene Holt, Russell
Cloeting, Phyllis Andre, Richard
Fairchild, R u t h Q u a n t , . R o y
Zwemer, Helen Van Dyk, Roger
Patterson, Lorraine Ver Meulen,
Hal Elferdink.
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Digestion

By Edna May Richards

Twinkling Stars Merrily Announced the Gay
Arrival of Slbylline'i Winter Formal Party

Nobody can predict when Germany will crack, but Washington
military men don't count on the Eisenhower forces joining up
with the Red Army very soon. They think victory in Europe
is at least weeks away.

Have you ever imagined yourself three worried callers, who offered
swinging on a star? At the Sib's humor, each in her own way.
formal party on February 10 at the D r e a m i n g in a S t a r l i t H o u r
Warm Friend Tavern, "the Starlit wouldn't have been complete withHour" became a reality. The guests out Paul Tanis' violin solo, "StarLuzon military objectives necessary for operations in the
were taken to a celestial planet, dust."
next few months already have been reached. Manila Bay won't
where they were enveloped in darkbe completely ours until Corregidor falls and the port will be
The guests of the evening were
ness except for the twinkling stars Mr. and Mrs. Milton Hinga, Mr.
needed later for big operations. But Subic Bay and Lingayen
of the Milky Way and the Big and Mrs. Clarence Kleis, Arlene
Gulf will soon adequately take care of immediate Army and
Dipper. From the center of the Eilander, Bob Greening, Phylis
Navy needs. We have a land mass for staging the nfext jump
room hung a large reflecting crys- Haskins, John Mooi, Ruth Barthand the air fields to protect it. The Navy incidentally is buytal ball in a mist*of blue light. olomew, Gene Van Tamelen, Vada
ing Subic Bay, rather than Cairte, as a permanent postwar base.
Millions of stars hung from the Mae Efird, Robert Danhof, Anne
Driving the Japs from mountain strongholds may take many
chandeliers. In the center of each
weeks. Large forces in the north now threatening our flank,
Van Der Veer. W a l t e r K r i n g e ,
table, there was a tiny elf leaning
gradually will be compressed and destroyed. Since the U. S.
Gloria Diehl, Walter Groenewoud,
on a star. The place cards were
Navy controls all Luzon waters, these troops are believed
Georgianna Schippers, James Yuk,
midnight blue planets of Saturn.
doomed.
Helga Sawitsky, Richard Vriesman,
De Gaulle has said the French will not end the war "without
The "Starlit Hour" began with Marcia Hubers, Leonard Wezeman,
being assured that French forces will be permanently stationed
Patricia Haskin's alto solo, "Eve- Cleo Vander Molen, Paul Kleis,
from one end of the Rhine to the other." This occupation would
ning Star." Helen Wilhelm, Laura Evelyn Reus. Bill Reus, Lois Van
include the whole Rhine basin and the Wesphalian coal field."
Johnson and I r e n e D e m i a n as Wyk, John Smallegan, Gretchen
"It started all over again" seems to fit very well, n'est-ce-pas ?
" W y r v k u m , B l y k u m and Nod," Bruins, Roy Zwemer, Shirley LemEthiopia, not to be outdone by Europe submitted a list to
sailed by in their crescent shaped men, R o l a n d Kamps, Harlene
Britain of war criminals she wants returned to Ethiopia for
fishing boat while Rose O'Day nar- Schutmaat, David Bosscher, Laura
trial. Among these criminals are Benito Mussolini and Marshal
rated the Star story of these three Johnson, William Chapman, Irene
Pietro Badoglio.
wise fishermen. "In the Starlit Demian, Robert Burton, Vivian
John D. Rockerfeller, Jr., last week, at a dinner of New York's
Hour" was sung by the girl of the Dykema, Ebert Schipper, Harriet
Protestant Council hit hard at disunity. He warned that the
hour. Vera Pennings. Ruth Hoff- Hains, Gerritt Levy, Marion Ter
churches' survival hinged on their joining in a great rebirth
man and her pet mule gave a per- Borg, Paul Tanis, Thelma Van
as the "Church of the Living God." A life, not a creed, would be
formance long to be remembered of Leeuwan, Thomas Boslopper, 'Har"Swingin' on a Star." Lois Van riet Maatman, Robert Schuller,
the test. He believes the World craves today a more spiritual
Wyk's flute solo came from the Marian Reus, Richard Hine, Ruth
and less formal religion. John D., Jr., has given much time and
money to the cause of church unity.
halls of fairyland. Her theme was: Hoffman, Tim Harrison, Edna Mae
under the stars dreams are made Van Tatenhove, Hal Elferdink, Isla
and "When You Wish Upon a Star" Vander Heuvel, Marv Van Eck,
your dreams come true. The curLibby Romaine. D o n I n g h a m .
February For-Gef-Me-Nots Served As Theme
tain slowly parted on "Madam
Marcia De Young, Dick Fairchild,
Zodiac's Inner Sanctum" where she,
For Tri-Alpha's Annual Winter Formal Party
Rose Seith, Roger Koeppe, Myra
as played by Anna Van Der Veer, Kleis, Vera Pennings, Helen WilThe evening of February 2 found comed.
communed with "her stars" through helm, Patricia Haskins, Donna Eby,
the Frat-Brothers of Tri-Alpha
After a brief intermission, the her crystal ball. The scene was Anna Laura Parsons, Frances Vanhappily engaged in entertaining entertainment for the evening be- deeply atmospheric until she had der Broek.
their gaily attired "lassies" in the gan with Bill Gee acting as master
beautifully decorated Tulip Room of ceremonies. To start the ball
of the Warm Friend Tavern. Pass- rolling, a most humorous skit por"Back Home for Keeps"
ing through the doorway, which traying a Jewish tailor and a meek
Inspires New Ballad
was draped with red, white and little customer, was enacted by
blue streamers held back by large Marvin De Young, Walter GrouneThe nationally famous "Back
colored rosettes, the gaze of the wald and John Mooi. Next, Bill
Music
by
the
Westminster
Choir
Home for Keeps" paintings, which
party-ites fell upon the neatly Gee, Jim Mustee and John Parsons
arranged tables draped with patri- presented a comedy act that caused was the theme, and Grand Rapids have been observed in many of the
was the setting for the Thesaurian top magazines of the country and
otic colors and tri-colored candles. a great deal of laughter.
The place cards contained calendars
which have been selected as the
Oh! How the girls swooned over informal party Friday night.
suggesting the theme of February the crooning of Marvin (Frank
A gay shopping spree was first favorite pin-up pictures by the maForget-Me-Nots, in honor of the Sinatra) De Young. While the
jority of colleges throughout the
on the list, and at five the Cherie
birthdays of the great men of the lights were low, and thoughts were
country, have inspired two toppast. The dinner was well-seasoned of love, Betty Van Lente superbly Inn was- filled with Thesaurian co- ranking song writers to put this
with pleasing conversation and rendered a piano solo entitled eds, ready to take in the main theme to music.
dreamy recorded music comple- "Moonlight Serenade." To climax events of the evening. Of course
A beautiful, sentimental ballad,
mented by soft candle-light, which the program, James Mustee and his there was the question as to which it bears the same title "Back Home
was reflected in the f a r comers of skating trio gave a fine exhibition
for Keeps", and is written by Carwas to be the outstanding theme
the room by a sparkling crystal of fancy roller skating, including
men Lombardo and Bob Russell.
ball. During the course of the din- dives and various spins. All were food or music! Needless to say, the It was broadcast for the first time
ner, the new officers were an- done on an eight-foot portable skat- music won a majority vote, and the on Monday, February 5, over the
nounced and Alan Staver was in- ing platform.
entertainment by the Westminster Blue network on the Guy Lombardo
stalled as president by the retiring
At midnight, the guests dispersed Choir given at the Civic Audi- program.
president, Richard Hine. The chap- to soft and soothing music of
Following is the chorus;
torium, furnished an interesting
erons, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Timmer "Sleepy Lagoon."
Back home for keeps, yes that will
and delightful evening.
and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lampen
Wilbur Brandli acted as general
be the day!
Later, as cokes and sodas were
were introduced and heartily wel- chairman for the party.
You'll sweetly kiss the angry years
served, it was agreed that a happy
away.
evening was not complete without
Some
things will have changed
refreshments.
That much we know from the very
The bus trip home? Oh, yes,
start
that
was especially eventful, as we We wanted them changed.
Nubby
Knits,
Sweaters
INSURANCE
did our good deed by singing to After all that's why we're apart
and Wool Drssses
keep the bus driver awake.
Back home with you, imagine what
No. I Etmk 8th 8 t
The party dispersed as "good- that means!
nights" were said, and the dorm We'll revel in the old familiar
Holland Mich.
East 8th Street
clock chimed one o'clock.
scenes
o
And walk the quiet hillside.
While the world peacefully sleeps.
Teachers' G y m Class
In your welcome arms, I'll be back
home for keeps.
59 East 8th Street
Organized By Schoufen
—BBDO News Bureau.
Every Thursday evening f r o m
seven to nine o'clock, 10 to 12 girls
meet in the gym for the new teachers' gym class t a u g h t by Jack
Schouten. This class was started
WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE HOPE COLLEGE
The Tailor
a month ago for girls who desire
AS OUR NEIGHBORS
to teach physical education, and
i9l/2 W#ft 8th Street
also for girls who wish to know
how to take charge of gym classes.
The first hour is spent in discussing
the sports and the theory
BAKER FURNITURE FACTORIES. I N C .
All kinds of
of teaching them; and the second
MAKERS OF
hour is spent in actual playing and
teaching.
177 College Avenue

Grand Rapids Trek
Is Theta Informal

Visscher-Brooks

Come In and See om Selection oi

Budget Dress Shop

Ettablithed 1867

COAL — BUILDERS' SUPPLIES
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS AND VARNISHES
FAIRBANKS-MORSE STOKERS

Attention . . . Hope Students!
Have You Ever Tried Our Economy Fluffed Dry
Service at 10c per Pound?
SAMPLE BUNDLE: 8 shirts, 2 drawers, 2 undershirts,
1 pajama, 3 pain socks. 6 handkerchiefs. 3 soft collars, 3
towels, S wash cloths. Average weight, four pounds—40c
NOTE I: This is probably less than the parcel post
charge for sending home and return.
NOTE II: You may have any or all of the shirts in this
bundle finished at 11 cents each.

MODEL LAUNDRY, Inc.
97 EAST EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND
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PHONE 3625

WELCOME STUDENTS

TULIP RESTAURANT

You are always welcome at the
Traditional College Restaurant

NICK DYKEMA

Ben Van Lente
INSURANCE

CONNOISSEUR FURNITURE

THE IDEAL DRY CLEANERS
"THE HOUSE OF SERVICE"

WINSLOW STUDIO
Cleaning

Always Quality Photographs

and

Steam

Pressing

Phon* 2465 • W« C « | For and Dalfvtr
CORNER COLLBQI AVENUE AND SIXTH STRUT, HOLLAND

BEERNINK'S STUDIO
Nazi to Canttr Theater

Portrait Photography
Remember: Service Men are Served
First-SoCOME EARLY!
4^

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE
AT

HOLLAND STATE BANK

For Anything in Fine Printing . . .
STEKETEE-YAN HUIS PRINTING HOUSE, INC.
HOLLAND'S LEAPING PRINTERS

Deposits Insured up to |5,000.00
9 East 10th S t
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Phones: 4887 and 9281

Holland, Michigan

7 W. 8th gt.
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VALENTINEI SUGGESTIONS
BANGLE BRACELETS
CHARMS
SEI

Post's Jewelry and Gift Shop
For Quality Designs and Wide Selections
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Music of the Night Issued From the
Tulip Room During the Dorian Party
"Music hath charm," but that
music of the night has an enchantment unequalled was discovered by those attending the Dorian
formal party on February 9. The
party was held in the Tulip room
of the Warm Friend Tavern, and
was decorated with black and white
murals showing either musicians or
settings of nature. The programs
and place cards were black with
white lettering, and carried out the
theme of Music of the N i g h t
Frieda Grote brought the trembling twilight by singing "One
Kiss." Dusky delirium showed the
gaiety of "A Ranchman's Daughter" done by Ruth Probst. Then in
the stillness and beauty of deep
darkness Marion Korteling read
the poem, "Music of the Night."
Notumal nonsense, a comical interlude by Bunny Goff pointed out
the dire consequence of always telling the truth. With a touch of
moonlight madness Rosalind Scholten and Jean Watson gave a farce
showing the effect of a tunnel on
some train passengers. To end the
program with midnight melody
Frieda Grote sang "Some Day," a
sextette forming the background
accompaniment. Those singing in
the sextette were Elaine Scholten,
Betty Brinkman, Ruth Ellison,
Rosemary Finlaw, Ruth Probst, and
Louise Ter Beek.
Bunny Goff was general chairman. Other chairmen were Ruth
Ellison, program; Marian Korteling, decorations; Ronnie Finlaw,
refreshments; and Alice Laughlin,
invitations.
Dorians and their guests were
Dr. and Mrs. Kleinheksel, Professor
and Mrs. De Graaf, Joanne Decker,
Wilbur Brandli, Ruth Ellison, Robert Danhof, Ronnie Finlaw, Walter
Groenewoud, Helen Goff, Leonard
Wezeman, Frieda Grote, Richard
Vriesman, Frances Koeman, Harland Steele, Marian Korteling, Timothy Harrison, Gertude Maassen,
Delbert Vander Haar, Pauline
Naas, Jerome Veldhuis, Thelma
Oonk, Myron Brower, Margery
Prince, Alvin Rezelman, Elaine

Scholten, John Slagter, Marian
Smallegan, James Yuk, Louise Ter
Beek, John Hains, Frances Van
l^eeuwen, James Mustee, Betty Van
Tatenhove, Thomas Boslooper, Dorothy Weyenberg, Robert Schuller,
Edith Wolbrink, Sgt. William McMullen, Ruth Probst, Kenneth
Gunther,.Joanne Biddle, Clarence
Boerman, Betty Brinkman, Earl
Kragt, Lorraine Bult, James Klomparens.
Ruth Dalenberg, John Smallegan,
Margaret De Bey, Ted Boeve, Joyce
De Wolfe, Walter Krings, Carole
Erickson, Eugene V a n Tamelen,
Rosemary Finlaw, John Parsons,
Alice Laughlin, Herbert Witman,
Patricia Macomber, Robert Burton,
Rosalind Scholten, Paul T a n i s ,
Joyce Van Lopik, Ray Mooi, Mary
Alice Van Dyke, William Gee, Maxine Van Oss, Louie Brooks, Phyllis
Voss, Herman Wierenga, Jean Watson, George Zuidema, Jane Zondag,
Gerrit Levy, Irene Holt, Russell
Cloeting, Phyllis Andre, Richard
Fairchild, R u t h Q u a n t , . R o y
Zwemer, Helen Van Dyk, Roger
Patterson, Lorraine Ver Meulen,
Hal Elferdink.
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Digestion
By Edna May Richards

Twinkling Stars Merrily Announced the Gay
Arrival of Sibylline't Winter Formal Party

Nobody can predict when Germany will crack, but Washington
military men don't count on the Eisenhower forces joining up
with the Red Army very soon. They think victory in Europe
is at least weeks away.

Have you ever imagined yourself three worried callers, who offered
swinging on a s t a r ? At the Sib's humor, each in her own way.
formal party on February 10 at the D r e a m i n g in a S t a r l i t H o u r
Warm Friend Tavern, "the Starlit wouldn't have been complete withHour" became a reality. The guests out Paul Tanis' violin solo, "StarLuzon military objectives necessary for operations in the
were
taken to a celestial planet, dust."
next few months already have been reached. Manila Bay won't
where
they were enveloped in darkbe completely ours until Corregidor falls and the port will be
The guests of the evening were
ness
except
for the twinkling stars Mr. and Mrs. Milton Hinga, Mr.
needed later for big operations. But Subic Bay and Lingayen
of the Milky Way and the Big and Mrs. Clarence Kleis, Arlene
Gulf will soon adequately take care of immediate Army and
Dipper. From the center of the Eilander, Bob Greening, Phylis
Navy needs. We have a land mass for staging the next jump
room hung a large reflecting crys- Haskins, John Mooi, Ruth Barthand the air fields to protect it. The Navy incidentally is buytal
ball in a m i s t ' o f blue light olomew, Gene Van Tamelen, Vada
ing Subic Bay, rather than Cairte, as a permanent postwar base.
Millions
of stars hung from the Mae Efird, Robert Danhof, Anne
Driving the Japs from mountain strongholds may take many
chandeliers.
In the center of each
weeks. Large forces in the north now threatening our flank,
Van Der Veer, W a l t e r K r i n g e ,
table,
there
was
a tiny elf leaning
gradually will be compressed and destroyed. Since the U. S.
Gloria Diehl, Walter Groenewoud,
on a star. The place cards were
Navy controls all Luzon waters, these troops are believed
Georgianna Schippers, James Yuk,
midnight blue planets of Saturn.
doomed.
Helga Sawitsky, Richard Vriesman,
De Gaulle has said the French will not end the war "without
The "Starlit Hour" began with Marcia Hubers, Leonard Wezeman,
being assured that French forces will be permanently stationed
Patricia Haskin's alto solo, "Eve- Cleo Vander Molen, Paul Kleis,
from one end of the Rhine to the other." This occupation would
ning Star." Helen Wilhelm, Laura Evelyn Reus. Bill Reus, Lois Van
include the whole Rhine basin and the Wesphalian coal field."
Johnson and I r e n e D e m i a n as Wyk, John Smallegan, Gretchen
"It started all over again" seems to fit very well, n'est-ce-pas?
" W y r v k u m , B l y k u m and Nod," Bruins, Roy Zwemer, Shirley LemEthiopia, not to be outdone by Europe submitted a list to
sailed by in their crescent shaped men, R o l a n d Kamps, Harlene
Britain of war criminals she wants returned to Ethiopia for
fishing boat while Rose O'Day nar- Schutmaat, David Bosscher, Laura
trial. Among these criminals are Benito Mussolini and Marshal
rated the Star story of these three Johnson, William Chapman, Irene
Pietro Badoglio.
wise fishermen. "In the Starlit Demian, Robert Burton, Vivian
John D. Rockerfeller, Jr., last week, at a dinner of New York's
Hour" was sung by the girl of the Dykema, Ebert Schipper, Harriet
Protestant Council hit hard at disunity. He warned that the
hour. Vera Pennings. Ruth Hoff- Hains, Gerritt Levy, Marion Ter
churches' survival hinged on their joining in a great rebirth
man and her pet mule gave a per- Borg, Paul Tanis, Thelma Van
formance long to be remembered of Leeuwan, Thomas Boslopper, Haras the "Church of the Living God." A life, not a creed, would be
"Swingin' on a Star." Lois Van riet Maatman, Robert Schuller,
the test. He believes the World craves today a more spiritual
Wyk's flute solo came from the Marian Reus, Richard Hine, Ruth
and less formal religion. John D., Jr., has given much time and
money to the cause of church unity.
halls of fairyland. Her theme was: Hoffman, Tim Harrison, Edna Mae
under the stars dreams are made Van Tatenhove, Hal Elferdink, Isla
and "When You Wish Upon a Star" Vander Heuvel, Marv Van Eck,
your dreams come true. The curLibby Romaine, D o n I n g h a m ,
February For-Get-Me-Nots Served As Theme
tain slowly parted on "Madam
Marcia De Young, Dick Fairchild,
Zodiac's Inner Sanctum" where she,
For Tri-Alpha's Annual Winter Formal Party
Rose Seith, Roger Koeppe, Myra
as played by Anna Van Der Veer, Kleis, Vera Pennings, Helen WilThe evening of February 2 found comed.
communed with "her stars" through helm, Patricia Haskins, Donna Eby,
the Frat-Brothers of Tri-Alpha
After a brief intermission, the her crystal ball. The scene was Anna Laura Parsons, Frances Vanhappily engaged in entertaining entertainment for the evening be- deeply atmospheric until she had der Broek.
their gaily attired "lassies" in the gan with Bill Gee acting as master
beautifully decorated Tulip Room of ceremonies. To start the ball
of the Warm Friend Tavern. Pass- rolling, a most humorous skit por"Back Home for Keeps"
ing through the doorway, which traying a Jewish tailor and a meek
Inspires New Ballad
was draped with red, white and little customer, was enacted by
blue streamers held back by large Marvin De Young, Walter GrouneThe nationally famous "Back
colored rosettes, the gaze of the wald and John Mooi. Next, Bill
Music by the Westminster Choir Home for Keeps" paintings, which
party-ites fell upon the neatly Gee, Jim Mustee and John Parsons
was
the theme, and Grand Rapids have been observed in many of the
arranged tables draped with patri- presented a comedy act that caused
was the setting for the Thesaurian top magazines of the country and
otic colors and tri-colored candles. a great deal of laughter.
The place cards contained calendars
which have been selected as the
Oh! How the girls swooned over informal party Friday night.
suggesting the theme of February the crooning of Marvin (Frank
A gay shopping spree was first favorite pin-up pictures by the maForget-Me-Nots, in honor of the Sinatra) De Young. While the
jority of colleges throughout the
on the list, and at five the Cherie
birthdays of the great men of the lights were low, and thoughts were
country, have inspired two toppast. The dinner was well-seasoned of love, Betty Van Lente superbly Inn was- filled with Thesaurian co- ranking song writers to put this
with pleasing conversation and rendered a piano solo entitled eds, ready to take in the main theme to music.
dreamy recorded music comple- "Moonlight Serenade." To climax events of the evening. Of course
A beautiful, sentimental ballad,
mented by soft candle-light, which the program, James Mustee and his there was the question as to which it bears the same title "Back Home
was reflected in the f a r corners of skating trio gave a fine exhibition
for Keeps", and is written by Carwas to be the outstanding theme
the room by a sparkling crystal of fancy roller skating, including
men Lombardo and Bob Russell.
ball. During the course of the din- dives and various spins. All were food or music! Needless to say, the It was broadcast for the first time
ner, the new officers were an- done on an eight-foot portable skat- music won a majority vote, and the on Monday, February 5, over the
nounced and Alan Staver was in- ing platform.
entertainment by the Westminster Blue network on the Guy Lombardo
stalled as president by the retiring
At midnight, the guests dispersed Choir given at the Civic Audi- program.
president, Richard Hine. The chap- to soft and soothing music of
Following is the chorus;
torium, furnished an interesting
erons, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Timmer "Sleepy Lagoon."
Back
home for keeps, yes that will
and delightful evening.
and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lampen
Wilbur Brandli acted as general
be the day!
Later, as cokes and sodas were
were introduced and heartily wel- chairman for the party.
You 11 sweetly kiss the angry years
served, it was agreed that a happy
away.
evening was not complete without
Some
things will have changed
refreshments.
That much we know from the very
The bus trip home? Oh, yes,
start
that
was especially eventful, as we We wanted them changed.
Nubby
Knits.
Sweaters
INSURANCE
did our good deed by singing to After all that's why we're apart
and Wool Drosses
keep the bus driver awake.
Back home with you, imagine what
No. I Eovt l i b 8 t
The party dispersed as "good- that means!
nights" were said, and the dorm We'll revel in the old familiar
East 8th Street
Holland Mich.
clock chimed one o'clock.
scenes
And walk the quiet hillside.
While the world peacefully sleeps,
Teachers' G y m Class
In your welcome arms, I'll be back
home for keeps.
59 East 8th Street
Organized By Schoufen
—BBDO News Bureau.
Every Thursday evening f r o m
seven to nine o'clock, 10 to 12 girls
meet in the gym for the new teachers' gym class t a u g h t by Jack
Schouten. This class was started
WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE HOPE COLLEGE
The Tailor
a month ago for girls who desire
AS OUR NEIGHBORS
to teach physical education, and
I9'/| Watt 8th Street
also for girls who wish to know
how to take charge of gym classes.
The first hour is spent in discussing the sports and the theory
All kinds of
of teaching them; and the second
MAKERS OF
hour is spent in actual playing and
teaching.
177 College Avenue

Grand Rapids Trek
Is Theta Informal

Visscher-Brooks

Come In and See om Selection oi

Budget Dress Shop

Ettcblidied 1867

COAL — BUILDERS' SUPPLIES
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS AND VARNISHES
FAIRBANKS-MORSE STOKERS

Attention . . . Hope Students!
Have Yon Ever Tried Our Economy Fluffed Dry
Service at 10c per Pound?
SAMPLE BUNDLE: 8 shirts, 2 drawers, 2 undershirts,
1 pajama, 3 pain socks. 6 handkerchiefs. 3 soft collars, 3
towels, S wash cloths. Average weight, four pounds-—40c
NOTE I: This is probably less than the parcel post
charge for senmng home and return.
NOTE II: You may have any or all of the shirts in this
bundle finished at 11 cents each.

MODEL LAUNDRY, Inc.
97 EAST EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND

In •

Page T h r e e

PHONE >625

WELCOME STUDENTS

TULIP RESTAURANT

You are always welcome at the
Traditional College Restaurant

Always Quality Photographs

Ben Van Lente

BAKER FURNITURE FACTORIES, INC.

INSURANCE

CONNOISSEUR FURNITURE
THE IDEAL DRY CLEANERS
"THE HOUSE OF SERVICE"

WIM§LOW STUDIO

NICK DYKEMA

Cleaning and Steam Pressing
Pheiw 2445 • W * 0 * 1 For and M i v t r

OORNEE COLLBQI AVENUE AND SIXTH STRKVT, HOLLAND

BEERNINK'S STUDIO
N«xt to Center Theater

7 W. 8th St.
#

Portrait Photography
Remember: Service Men are Served
First-So COME EARLY!
^

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE
AT

HOLLAND STATE BANK

For Anything in Fine Printing . . .
STEKETEE-YAN HUIS PRINTING HOUSE, INC.
HOLLAND'S LEAPING PRINTERS

Depoaita Inaured up to |5,0<)0.00
9 East 10th S t
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Phones: 4387 and 9231

Holland, Michigan

VALENTINEI SUGGESTIONS
BANGLE BRACELETS
CHARMS
s i t

Post's Jewelry and Gift Shop
For Quality Designs and Wide Selections

Hope Colleg* Anchor

Pag*
Four
sesatBsmm

M o d e l , Center of Hope Campus Life

The Kibitzer . . .

by Vlv Dykema Is Full of Atmosphere, Cokes and Gang
The college athletic scandal involving five Brooklyn College players
It seems as if the place is sudOne week of the new semester,
who were promised $3,000 to throw a basketball game is being investi- abnormal as it was, is over and we denly crowded with Hope kids.
gated thoroughly by a grand jury. Investigations include other teams have settled down for the last lap Some one slips over to the "jukein the metropolitan area which have also been approached by profes- of this school year. New sched- box" and we, are met with the
sional gamblers. Measures have been taken to combat any further ules have been arranged, after blatant outpouring of the Amelia
gambling, but in order to be effective, the measures were undisclosed. much thought, along the following Erhart Song. Golly — home was
The New York legislature is considering bills amending the penal code, lines.
never like this. This is experience,
and the F.B.I, is also investigating the matter.
this
is momentary escape from the
"Hey, Anne! Did you keep first
Each week new suggestions for the high commissioner of baseball hour free? Don't forget, we gotta monotony of four book-lined walls.
are suggested. J. Edgar Hoover is another suggested candidate because go to the Model for coffee and a
One shy lad is sitting in a round
he is ably equipped to combat gambling and to keep the sport clean. roll." You betcha, there are tradi- booth, rubbing his finger 'round and
If he should be elected, it would warn all gamblers and players that tions at Hope College — and then 'round his coke glass. Result: a
the game must be clean, and it would reassure the public that base- there are new traditions. One of thin, piercing, whistle-like noise —
ball would still be an honest and above-board entertainment. Hoover the oldest and the one that is kept and a dirty look from "the powers
is a good executive and organizer; he is trained in legal matters; and alive through the years, is that of that be." Heck, at least we weren't
doing it.
he is an ardent sports fan.
the daily trip a la Club Modelle.
The Big Ten basketball race is now in its last month of competition.
If the Model's booths could talk.
Under classmen don't have the
See those two kids holding hands
Ohio and Iowa are still leading with five victories and one loss each,
vivid memories of the place that
across the way kinda dreamy like?
but both teams fear the Illinois who have won three and lost one.
the esteemed ( ? ) upper classmen
They sat in that very place on their
Illinois has been rapidly improving, but has played non-conference
have. We would tear downtown
first date. I wonder what they said
games for the last two weeks. Illinois plays Ohio twice and Iowa
after Chapel and fight our way to
then. This is their last date — he
once before the end of the season.
the back for a booth. Oh, quelle
leaves tomorrow. They had to come
At the last report, the three top places in the Petersen bowling classic
memories! No shortages—of any
down and be together here just
are held by Detroit bowlers. It is now in its final round of competition,
kind—Men! Men! Men!
once more.
and Charles Boehm with 1585 pins still is on top. This mark has stood
All of which brings me to the
Across the way sits that owlythrough eight successive squads.
In three wartime seasons, the major leagues have contributed over point that the Model is still there. eyed freshman. With a book in her
We still rush down for a coke when hand, a pencil behind her ear, she
a million dollars for war relief, and the All-Star game at Pittsburgh
we have time—but it seems that is studying! How does she get
last year supplied $81,275 for the fund supporting service teams with
there isn't much time anymore, those A's? Atmosphere, keeds, atsport equipment.
mosphere. And to add more, you
Frank J. Basloe, who coached and played with the Herkimer Pro- either.
Now in the P.M.'s we scoot down, might be surprised to know that
fessional Glove Trotters in 1912, might be classed as eccentric. He
says that in basketball, the baskets are too easy to make, resulting in and instead of fighting our way to the faculty even sneaks to the
a game that is too tame and that has too much scoring. He proposes a booth, we excuse ourselves as we Model for a coke, occasionally.
gently pass a group of old ladies The place even has that distinction.
to change this condition by removing the backboards.
The "Homerun King," Babe Ruth, was fifty-one a week ago. The who are taking tea there that Boy — that's class.
Anything you want can be had
record of sixty homers in a season that he made in 1927 still stands. afternoon. Of course, the high
Babe Ruth had an operation on his knee eight months ago, and he school mob. and their revoltin' at the Model. A talk with the
hasn't been able to exercise yet. Now he is getting worried because adolescent actions are still with us. gang to raise your morale, a sip of
But anyhoo—we sit down and begin a coke to quench your thirst, a hothe weighs 260 pounds from lack of exercise.
to
talk about the facts of life when fudge sundae to appease your apThe National Hockey League officials met for a conference to diswho
should come in but Joe.
petite, a meeting with old friends
cuss planned changes and suggestions for improvements of the game.
Joe
is
a
Marine
now,
and
doesn't
to renew the past, cosmetics to
At present they expect to have a ten or twelve team loop after the
get
home
often.
Gosh,
Joe,
you
appeal
to your B.F., a razor blade
war.
j
look
wonderful!
"How
long
are
to
eliminate
5 o'clock shadow. AnyHuman interest story of the week: While on a U.S.O. tour, Franke
i
you
in
town?"
Joe
thinks
of
how
thing!
Frish, who is always getting into trouble with umpires and paying
Did I say the Model was a trafines for it. was prowling around a camp where regulations about wonderful it is to see some of the
old
gang.
The
Model
is
the
first
dition?
Sorry, 1 was wrong. It's
uniforms were strictly enforced. He was wearing a uniform, but a nonplace
he
hits
when
he
comes
home.
an
Institution!
regulation cap. One of the soldiers said to him, "You'd better watch
it, fella, or you'll get fined." Frisch retorted. "Golly, do they have
umpires over here, too?"

Dr. F. Olert

For PARTIES, BIRTHDAYS
and the Anniversary
of the Day you met Her
V I S I T

T H E

W a r m Friend Flower Shop
In the Warm Friend Tavern

Phone 7634
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Michigan Cleaners
I. H O L L E M A N S , Prop.
232 River Ave.

Open S a t u r d a y Evenings

Speaks

Mar'ne

Continued from Page One

regular sermon Wednesday morning.
In this soliloquy, the innkeeper
stands at the foot of the cross and
recalls how he turned Mary and
Joseph from his inn on the night of
Christ's birth. He traces the life
of Christ further and in bitter remorse exclaims, " 0 that 1 could
undo what I have done!"
Robert Schuller and Elizabeth
Romaine, secretaries of the Y's,
conducted the devotional period on
Wednesday morning. Ruth Ann
Poppen sang "Prayer" by O'Hara.
"Glory Be to God" by Bach was
sung by the Girls' Glee club. Devotions were in charge of YM
treasurer, Harold Des Autels and
YW treasurer pro tem, Elsie Parsons.

nations cited his Division for being
responsible for diverting all enemyaction in the Pacific.
Sgt. Schaard received his boot
training at Perris Island, North
Carolina. In 1940 he was at Guantanama Bay in Cuba. With the
outbreak of war, he was called to
New River, North Carolina. Here
the First Marine Division was
formed. In March of 1942 this
group was sent out to New Zealand. They landed about the same
time Japan was finishing up in
New Guinea. After one month
there, he was sent to Coral Island
and then the Solomans.
On August 7, 1942 he participated in the initial landing at
Talague, where he was first struck
with malaria. Little action was seen
for about a month, so he and a
group of other Marines were sent
to make friends with the natives on
Florida Island. Most of the natives
were friendly, but they did run
into a few head hunters. At one
place, Schaard said, the village
wanted to really welcome them,
and they planned a feast for their
arrival.
After repeated attacks of malaria and bullet wounds, he was
sent back to the states six months
ago, and he was given his honorable discharge from the Marines
five months ago. He plans to attend Hope College the full four
years. He and his wife, a former
Flint girl, are living on College
Avenue.

Let's all refresh... Have a Coca-Cola

SPORTS
By Millie

Greetinfs, bleacher fans. Since
Millie's "benched" with a bad cold,
this is Lain pinch-hitting with the
latest sports chatter. I'm only a
rookie — so hold back the pop
bottles!
Well, bowling's out in front this
week with the following "strikes
and spares" experts running up in
the high scores: Betty Timmer,
138; P a t H a s k i n , 136; Marion
Dame, 128; Harriet Hains, 127;
Frankie Van Leeuwen, 127; and Viv
Dykema, 121. ' Incidentally, gals,
we're anxious to see more of you
out there on Friday afternoons rolling 'em down the alleys. And with
W. A. A. "spotting" you 8c a line,
you can't lose!
Basketball was "scratched" last
week, but made a better-than-ever

comeback last night. Sorry we
went to press too early to be able
to print the scores for you. Another
newcomer on the sports calendar
this week is the badminton doubles
tournament open to all frosh and
soph gals. Our next column will
bring you the latest developments
in both these events.
Well, 19th and College seems to
be a favorite spot lately. We've
noticed all you outdoor gals trekking up with your skates flung over
your shoulders. We've also noticed
some of your skates flinging you
over the ice! But hard! Oh, well,
it's all in the game.
Well, fans, this about winds up
our patter for today. Here's hoping
Millie will be off" the bench and in
there pitching come next issue.

GROSSMAN'S
(Successors to A. Steketee & Sons)-

^Holland's

cMost

progressive

department

Store

Women's and Misses'

SPORTSWEAR
SKIRTS
SWEATERS
SLACKS

BLOUSES
JACKETS
JUMPERS

Corps Veteran

Continued from Page One

Dr. Olert's last address emphasized the royalty in man because
of his creation in the image of God
and because of redemption. The
message was an urgent plea to the
audience to be true to this royalty.
Allan Staver and Margery Prince,
missionary chairmen for YM and
YW took care of Friday's devotions. Dick Vriesman sang, "I
Walked Today W h e r e Jesus
Walked" by O'Hara.
An alumnus of the class of 1926,
Dr. Olert is now pastor of the First
Presbyterian church of Detroit,
Michigan.

WOMEN'S

I. H. MARSIUE

CALLING ALL GIRLS!
WE NOW CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF

Du Barry Toiletries
Creams - Lotions - Face Powder
- Rouge -

LIPSTICK

Rose Cerise
Black Cherry
Peppermint Pink

H

Crimson
Regal Red
Red Violet

DRUG

ANSEN S

STORE

Start Your Own Library of
Worthwhile Books
The Modern Library is designed to Fit the
Students' Tastes and Purses.
Many Fine Titles at only 95c.
FIND THEM AT

THE
&

BOOK

NOOK

Hours 10:30 to 12:00; 1:00 t o 5:45
Closed: Wednesday at Noon.

Sears Order Office
YOUR

ACCIDENT INSURANCE FOR
HOPE COLLEGE STUDENTS
Holland State Bank Bldg.

One Stop Shopping Center
GIFTS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
PHONE 3148]
19 West Eighth Street

LOOK TO BOTEITS
...or being friendly along the way

il

The camaraderie of the open road is summed up in the words
Have a Coke. At stops, everyone steps up to the familiar red cooler
for the friendly refreshment of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Wherever
you go, Coca-Cola stands for tbj pause that refreshes,—z symbol
of friendly refreshment.
ICTTIED UNOfl AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COtA COMPANY KY

COCA-COLA B O r r i i N G CO. o r GRAND BAUDS

FOR THE N E W E S T

PERFECT D I A M O N D S
It's n a t u r a l f o r p o p u l a r names
t o acquire f r i e n d l y abbreviations. T h a i ' s w h y you hear
C o c a - C o l a called C o k e .

B. H. WILLIAMS
JEWELER
24 E. 8th St.,

Holland, Mich.

STYLES

In Sport Shirts
Slacks
Coats
Jackets

I

r

Quality Merchandise i t Reasonable Prices

P. S. BOXER and Co.

r*

